gains the first year. Dried-out dung pads of a greenhouse, the California Dung
may smother newly sprouting annual Beetle Project has expanded to a point
vegetation for as long as four years, and where four species of exotic beetles are
the accumulated losses after three and being mass-reared a t U.C. Davis. In 1975,
four years can range from $2,500 to 7,000 beetles of two species were released.
$3,000. Hence, if exotic dung beetles In 1976, 38,347 beetles were released,
bury only 25 to 50 percent of existing and during 1977 nearly 250,000 beetles
dung pads, they might have a marked ef- were released in California pasture and
fect on forage production as well as par- range lands.
The exotic beetles have a complex
tially reducing parasitic worms and the
numbers of horn and face flies. The latter life cycle with four stages: egg, larva
pests are reduced or prevented from de- (grub),pupa, and adult. The nesting adults
veloping in dung pads rapidly dispersed work in male-female pairs which dig burrows beneath fresh dung pads. Males
and buried by beetles.
The blood-sucking horn fly is as- drop pieces of dung down the burrows
sociated with reduced milk production where females form the dung into brood
and weight gains. The face fly is associat- balls and deposit an egg in each ball. The
ed with pinkeye and blindness in cattle brood balls are stored in underground
and other large mammals, as well as be- tunnels 2 to 18 inches below the soil suring a general pest of horses, sheep, and face, with the depth depending upon soil
humans. Horn-fly-associated weight loss- composition and compaction. The eggs
es in untreated beef and dairy calves in hatch into larvae which eat the dung
California would be equivalent t o a t least brood balls and rapidly grow.
$5 million in a three-month fly season,
Field releases have shown that
while pinkeye treatments and resulting three species - Onitis alexis, Onthophablindness cost producers an estimated gus taurus, and Onthophagus gazellu$1.5 million per year. Current insecticide have successfully overwintered in differcosts for both horn and face fly control ent parts of the state. Although overwintered Onth. gazellu inhabited 40 percent
are estimated a t $1.5 million per year.
From its beginning in 1973, when a of new dung pads in a southern California
few beetles first were reared in a corner release site and subsequently were found

in 100 percent of the dung pads, it is too
early to evaluate the reproductive success and dispersal of beetles free-released
in other areas. However, experience with
similar dung beetle projects in Australia
and Texas indicates that beetle populations did not “explode” and disperse widely until several years after mass release.
All dung beetle species being reared
and released in California were received
from quarantine facilities of th e
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Organization of Australia, and from the
U.S.D.A. dung beetle project in Texas.
All species being released are scarab
beetles of the dung-burying type.
The release of effective dung-burying beetles should establish more productive, balanced pasture ecosystems. But
since we have found that systemic insecticides provided in cattle rations render
cattle dung toxic t o both native and exotic dung beetles, as well a s t o the fly
pests, such pesticides should not be applied in areas where dung beetles are to
be established.
John R. Anderson is Professor of Entomology at the
University of California, Berkeley; and Edmond C.
Loomzs as Extension Parasitologist at the University of California, Davis.

URBAN PEST MANAGEMENT
of Biological Control of the University of
The Urban Integrated Control Project under
California a t Berkeley, this spring the prothe direction of Dr. William Olkowski is curject will move to new, larger quarters under
rently funded jointly by the cities of Palo
the auspices of the John Muir Institute, a
Alto, Berkeley, San Jose, Davis, and Modesto,
the Palo Alto Unified School District, the , private, non-profit research institution with
headquarters in Napa, California.
John Muir Institute, and the Environmental
Protection Agency. To date an overall pestiMonitoring pest insect and natural enemy
cide use reduction of over 90 percent has been
populations on the street trees in Berkeley
achieved by the project in each of the street
(left), Linda Orthel (holding bag) and John
tree systems it has studied. After seven years
Cordwell (on ladder) check the leaves of the
of being housed in a trailer at the Division
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Tulip trees for Tulip aphids-invaders from
the East Coast. Young Klee Orthel watches
the process.
In the photo a t right, crew members of the
Urban Integrated Control project work together with Public Works personnel in San
Jose. Carefully timed water washing of the
trees is a useful strategy for reducing honeydew accumulations and enhancing beneficial
effects of the pest’s natural enemies.

